Primary Science Quality Mark 2018-19 Gorse Hall Primary School
Quotes from staff questionnaire and pupil voice before PQSM – Our starting points.
I would like training to support teaching and learning of practical science.
How do I take learning beyond the classroom?
Please help me with ideas for investigations.
CPD for ALL staff please.
Can we have a more consistent approach to assessment?
Sometimes I find it hard to think of links to experiments/ investigations.
I’m not sure what resources we actually have.
How do I differentiate for Scientists of differing abilities?
I would like the chance to watch others teach science.
How do we encourage more parental engagement with Science?

I would like to decide on my questions.
I want to do more experiments myself.
I’m not always sure what exactly Science is.
I don’t always understand the big Sciencey words!
The best fun is when we get to do experiments for ourselves.

Evidence

Quote from pupil

Quote from staff, parent or
Governor

Impact

Next steps

SL1 There is a clear vision for the teaching and learning of science
Staff have increased
confidence to facilitate
enquiry based investigative
learning, in line with
principles.

Priorities from staff meeting
presentation drove initiatives
embedded across whole school.

“A clear vision has been
secured well as we have
progressed on our journey”
Head Teacher

Enquiry type: observe and
compare changes over time
and make comparisons.
“The principles allow us to have
the freedom to lead our own
investigations.” Year 4 pupil

Children are able to refer to
and explain core principles,
and are conversant with
appropriate vocabulary.
Y6 – designing
fairground
rides –
children have
identified
principles

Review and update core principles regularly and use to
shape school science policy.

Year 4 biology terminology
assessment
Independent, excited
learners are familiar with
‘The scientific Process’ and 5
types of enquiry.

Y6 Working Wall reinforcing vision
for children

Scientific vocabulary
display

SL2 There is a shared understanding of the importance and value of science
Marble Run Competion

“Science is considered a vital
subject in our curriculum. Teaching
and learning experiences are
sequentially provided and
experienced across school.” – Head
Teacher

• Don’t be bored this summer when you could be designing, inventing
and making a fantastic marble run!
• We are launching a whole school competition to make marble runs
out of whatever you like!
• Make it large or small, simple or complicated, in a box or stand-alone
• Use recycled materials, items you may have lying around at home and
lots of imagination!
• Use the internet for inspiration and design and create to your heart’s
content.

Competitions and
initiatives keeping
science at the forefront
of school life.

Water cycle display, KS 2

Regularly updated science
displays are a focal point
across school.

“Science has been elevated to
the status it truly deserves!” Deputy Head Teacher

Science-based
Y6 assessed
writing

School website and calendar
are kept up-to-date with
science news, activities and
photos.

Staff share science teaching
resources and ideas regularly,
collecting evidence on shared
folder.

Following achievement of Primary Science Quality Mark,
include further increasing the presence of science on the
school website and amending report formats to recognise
science as a core subject.
Science related class
blogs on website

Science given priority at
2018 INSET and further
staff meetings
“We do much more
science, for example in our
Ten Minute Tasks in the
mornings.”- Year 6 Pupil
Extensive timetable for
Science Week

SL3 There are appropriate and active goals for developing science
“Clear, concise goals have been managed well, broken
down into small manageable steps and communicated
effectively .” – Deputy Head Teacher
Areas for
development
identified following
walk through

School
Development
Plan

Regular discussion with Head, SLT,
governors and children has
informed targets for development
of science

“Whole school science initiatives
have really raised the profile of this
subject.” – Year 3 Teacher

Reviewing planning in
staff meeting in order
to identify goals for
improvement

Specific goals for
SL focus teams
We have developed a school-wide ethos of
embedding enquiry-led, investigative
science into curriculum, promoting use of
relevant vocabulary.

Next steps after
book scrutiny

“School development has
been continuous in science,
where achievable goals have
been secured.” – Head
Teacher

“There is a clear plan in
place for a range of
initiatives putting
science at the forefront
of the curriculum.” –
Governor

Careful planning and leading of
initiatives has led to increased
attainment in science, particularly in
Working Scientifically objectives.

Consistently maintain dialogues between subject leaders, SLT, all
staff, governors and children , in order to continue positive
trajectory.
Priorities shared at
INSET

SL4 There is a commitment to the professional development of subject leadership in science
Subject leaders are aware
of current developments
and new resources,
ensuring better
leadership of the subject.
(Using PSTT online unit on
Resourcing)

Subject leaders have developed
a wider knowledge and
understanding of science and
cascade this to all teachers.

”There has been lots of
effective CDP , especially with
regard to enquiry-based
science. I enjoyed giving
children the opportunity to
answer their own questions.”
- Year 3 Teacher

SL
subscribe
to with
Whizz
Pop Bang

“SL are dedicated to
raising the profile of
science across school by
cascading CPD.” - Schools
Improvement Officer

Literature and resources
recommended by PSQM
engaged with to develop
familiarisation with new
strategies.

“Space CPD has inspired me to
organise a whole ‘Space’ Week.”
– Subject Lead

Materials engaged with at SPACE
CPD day (organised by Briony
Turford of Manchester
University) for Science Lead.
Attendance of raising
attainment CPD

SL plans for
CPD

Continue to attend SEERIH meetings in order to network,
sharing and gaining ideas and resources. Continue engagement
with STEM and ASE.

“STEM resources have
been invaluable in
inspiring activities to roll
out across the year
groups.” – Year 6 Teacher

SL5 There are monitoring processes to inform the development of science teaching and learning.
Using Science
books rather than
‘Theme ‘ books.

I found being observed a
really positive and
constructive process- Y1
teacher.

It’s definitely made me
reflect more on the quality
of my teaching - Y4teacher.

Governors fed back that they were
amazed by the children’s
knowledge and Scientific
vocabulary. – Deputy Head

Work scrutinies and child
chats have identified our
strengths and allowed us
to focus on areas of
development and
making impact.

Evidence of core
Principles being
embedded found
in displays and
assessment

NQT lesson
observation

Science ‘drop-ins’ allow
Lead teachers to see
progress in enquiry skills in
action.

Revisit Pupil Voice to consider what further
improvements children still wish to see. Schedule walkthroughs with assessment focus (Autumn term)

T1 There is engagement with professional development to improve science teaching and learning.
Staff questionnaire led to Inset on
different types of assessment, a focus on
investigative skills, exciting lesson starters
and using Concept mapping and Working
Walls.

Staff meetings have given me
the opportunity for
professional development
especially in how to assess
and letting children
formulate their own
questions. – Y3 teacher

Joining Tameside
Science network
will benefit all
staff .

Feedback from Science
walk-throughs has helped
me to improve the quality
of my Science teaching. RQT

It was fun to act out how a
plant gets its water. We had
to all work together. It made
sense better than when we
have to write everything
down. Y3 pupil

Increased staff confidence in teaching
enquiry skills. Practice is reflected upon.
Dissemination of training materials to
staff helps everyone make progress.

Y3 Drama in Science
following Inset using
Primary Science Teaching
Trust online materials

Using concept
maps for postlearning
assessment
after staff
meeting.

Science leads begin cross school moderation through
Tameside Science networks Raising attainment course
delivered as whole staff Inset. Re-audit to address
individual staff training needs for coming year.

Staff use of Stem
online materials has
increased confidence
and widened the
range of quality
resources used with
classes. (Y1 plants )

T2 There is a range of effective strategies for teaching and learning science which challenge and support the learning
needs of all children.
Growing our
own plants has
helped us to
understand
what they
need better
than the
teacher just
telling us.- Y2
pupils.

Scientific enquiry
type : Observing
changes over
time.

Investigating and
predicting begins
in Reception

Knowledge has been brought to
life through first hand
experiences with real creatures.

Links made with Francis Hyland of
Eco schools and Leah (Zoology
undergraduate) provided a new
twist to outdoor learning.

I love it when my group gets to think of our
own investigations and we can choose what to
do and what to use. Then we tell everyone
else what we found out! Y5 pupil

SEN Science with
learning support
assistant in Y3 on
the school Blog.
Kinaesthetic learners have
benefited from a hands-on
approach.

Using our new
bird hide to see
habitats up close
in Y4

Challenging able
scientists
Headteacher - Staff have worked
collaboratively to think about personalised
strategies to provide challenge and support in
Science lessons.
Look for variety of ways of recording and different types of
grouping on future walk-throughs, continue to develop and
utilise outdoor space, share good practice in staff meetingsdisplay of postcards.

T3 There is a range of up-to-date quality resources for teaching and learning science which are used regularly and
safely.
Children and staff are motivated
and engaged and couldn’t wait to
start using the new resources
including the Sensory garden.

Children
confident with
sharing
resources with
parents on
Science week

Purchase of Science
books for each year
group. Year 1 loved
their new books.

Resources for Science week
activities were all provided on staff
website- thank you! Y1 teacher

Exciting new resources including
a school wormery and cameras
and viewers to use in the school
pond.

Using the underwater
camera in our school pond
was so amazing!- Y6 pupil

Resources are
catalogued,
photographed
and easy to
locate.

Complete annual audit of resources (July 2019) make
links with high school (West Hill) to widen children’s
access to resources, review Health and Safety training
with new staff (Autumn 2019)

L1

There is a shared understanding of the purpose and process of science enquiry
Identifying
Working
Scientifically
in Science
books.

Working Scientifically
objectives are clearly
highlighted in planning
documents

Scientific
enquiry
type:
Grouping
and
classifying
Checking our
coverage of
the 5 enquiry
types in each
year group

“Children used varying degrees of
Scientific vocabulary and could
explain what the processes named
referred to.”- Vice chair of
Governors report on Science

“We created scatter
graphs to present our
findings” Y6 pupil

Scientific
enquiry type:
Noticing
patterns

“I think that this gas
must be lighter than air
as the balloon has gone
up!” Y5 pupil
Identifying new
materials

“My pupils now constantly refer
to the Working Wall when
carrying out their
investigations”- Y3 teacher

Continue to share good practice
regarding investigative work, rewrite
school Science policy, peer coachingenquiry skills .

Children are confident
about asking questions
and leading enquiries.

Children
encouraged
to choose
resources
and
consider
how to use
them

L2

There is a shared understanding of the purpose of Science assessment and current best practice
Y5 peer
evaluation

Children are able to
evaluate their own
and others’
learning.

It’s fun when we
can tell our
friends what they
did well and how
to get better next
time- Y5 pupil

Using TAPS has allowed us
to target our assessment
needs fro this starting point
in Summer 2018- lots of
these will be turning green
now!

Assessment criteria
required on
planning documents

Teachers now feel more
confident in making
judgements about children’s
Scientific skills and
development. –Deputy Head

Use new tracking system to collect data,
moderate within school and across Tameside
network.
Y6 observations for
WS

Y3 and Y5
I know, I think, I wonder

The staff meeting gave
me a chance to share
new ideas for assessing
learning. - Y2 teacher

Staff use a range of age
–appropriate methods
to assess learning.

Y4 pre and
post learning

L3

There is a commitment to developing all children’s Science capital

The visit from Techniquest
planetarium really brought
space to life for my Y5 class
- NQT

Reception and Y2
pupils’ Science
selfies

Children have a greater awareness of
Science is part of their lives and their
futures.

Learning about
recycling with Viridor
Waste

Taking part in the
Big Battery Hunt

I don’t want to be a YouTuber anymore- I want to be
a Scientist! Y4 pupil after
2018 Science week

Children are now
seeing Science is all
around them!

Awareness of National
Initiatives- Clean Air
Day pledges.

Increasing aspirationsa forces related talk
from a pilot!

Whole school
marble run
competitionSummer 2018

New whole school initiatives will include becoming Glass
Guardians and Plastic Fantastic. Summer 2019 sees a Space
competition . Visits from a nurse, trainee zoolologist and games
developer have been planned.

WO1 There are appropriate links between science and other learning
“The children identify important life skills, particularly
related to communication, acquired or practised during
group investigations: suggesting, discussing, challenging,
explaining, coming to a consensus and, at times, agreeing
to disagree.”- Governor

Children can apply literacy
and numeracy skills
through science, and can
describe this.
KS2 work applying
data handling to
science

Y6 writing on evolution,
linked to biographical
writing, historical
exploration and
theological issues

Reception linking
materials to The
Three Little Pigs
story

Y6 Children applying
circuits they had
explored into creating
Fairground Ride models

Y3 – linking
science to
art
Children consistently use
science as a subject matter
for writing.

Reception child:
“The bricks were
hard but the
straw was too
soft and bendy.”
Children can make links between
science and other areas, both in
school and in a real-world
context.

Y2 work linking materials
to Great Fire of London
history topic

“Where links to other thematic
work were possible, an extra
dimension was added to their
learning. The children thought this
gave the science element greater
purpose.” - Governor

Collate updated list of cross-curricular
links and share with other schools, e.g.
through SEERIH Network meetings.

Learning is linked to
foundation subjects and
PSHE.

Environmental
Displays linked to
science learning.

WO2 There are appropriate links with families, other schools, communities and outside organisations to
enrich science learning
“The enthusiasm of the children is
remarkable. The experiments were welldemonstrated and showed a high level of
understanding. A future Nobel prize
winner amongst us?” (Year 5 parent at
Science Fair)

Learners are
enriched with a
wider scope of
exposure to
science within and
outside school.

Local MP Jonathon
Reynolds, Science
week
Year 4 Zoo
trip

Science
related
class
blogs on
website

Science Expert (zoologist,
Newcastle University) giving
talk

Reception ‘Parachute’
Experiments with grown-ups

Science Selfie Scrapbooks: science at
home

“Running the Science Selfie
Scrapbook initiative has been a great
chance to engage parents with
science and benefit from their valued
input into enriching the children’s
science learning – Y2 teacher

We reap the benefits of
external expertise;
children are enthused
and able to make real-life
links.

Getting involved with the Big
Bird Watch and working with
members of the British Bird
Trust

“I liked
showing the
grown-ups
what to do – I
helped them
understand” –
Year 2 pupil
‘Science Fair’

“The children work together, thinking
for themselves to complete practical
experiments and are excited to share
their enthusiasm and knowledge.”
(Year 6 parent at Science Fair)
Year 6 children leading parents to
conduct investigations

Subject leaders inspired by expertise and fostering
links with other schools and outside agencies.
Continue to place science at the forefront of our external
engagement! Invite more STEM Ambassadors, parents who do
science related jobs, and other expertise to visit.

After PQSM –

Science has again assumed its rightful status as a core subject
I feel much more confident assessing children’s learning.
Science has a much greater profile in school.
I am much happier letting children lead their own investigations.
I am more aware of the 5 enquiry types and make sure they are consistently covered in
my planning.
A wide range of resources are audited well to ensure range, suitability for ages and
learning styles and are specific to NC coverage.
Parents are much more engaged in their children’s learning and feedback is very positive
CPD has been invaluable in informing my planning and teaching

I know the difference between physics, biology and chemistry now!
The teacher lets us choose our own resources from a big selection.
Our groups get to decide what we want to find out about.
It’s fun to make predictions and we make sure that we check our results and see if
it is a fair test.
I love science weeks and showing my parents what I’ve learnt at science fair.
We got to learn from some real-life science experts.

